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ABSTRACT
Cardiovascular related diseases are ranked as the second highest cause of death in Canada. Among the most important
cardiovascular diseases is atherosclerosis. Current methods of diagnosis of atherosclerosis consist of angiography,
intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) and optical coherence tomography (OCT). None of these methods possesses adequate
sensitivity, as the ideal technique should be capable of both depth profiling, as well as functional imaging. An
alternative technique is photoacoustics (PA) which can perform deep imaging and spectroscopy. The presented study
explores the application of wavelength-modulated differential photoacoustic radar (WM-DPAR) for characterizing
arterial vessels. The wavelength-modulated differential photoacoustic technique was shown to be able to substantially
increase the dynamic range and sensitivity of hemoglobin oxygenation level detection. In this work the differential PA
technique was used with a very high frequency modulation range. To perform spectroscopic PA imaging, at least two
wavelengths are required. The selected wavelengths for this work are 1210 nm and 980 nm. 1210 nm corresponds to the
maximum optical absorption coefficient of cholesterol and cholesteryl esters which are the main constituents of plaques.
Since water, elastin and collagen also have high absorption coefficients at 1210 nm, this wavelength alone cannot
provide very high sensitivity and specificity. The additional wavelength, 980 nm corresponds to high absorption
coefficient of those constituents of healthy artery tissue. The simultaneous application of the abovementioned
wavelengths can provide higher sensitivity and improved specificity in detecting lipids in the arterial vessels.
Keywords: Intravascular photoacoustic imaging, photoacoustic endoscopy, photoacoustic spectroscopy, frequencydomain photoacoustics, waveform engineering.

1. INTRODUCTION
According to Statistics Canada, in the year 2012, 61,855 deaths were recorded due to cardiovascular related diseases.
This accounts for 25% of the total number of deaths in Canada in that year. Among the most important cardiovascular
diseases is atherosclerosis, a chronic disease occurring with gradual build-up of lipid rich plaques in the inner layer of the
arterial wall. Angiography, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) are currently
employed by clinicians for diagnosis of atherosclerosis. None of these methods is capable of both depth profiling and
functional imaging. Photoacoustic (PA) imaging is an emerging technology for intravascular imaging and
characterization.2-11 The spectroscopic and deep imaging capabilities of PA makes it an ideal candidate for diagnosis of
atherosclerosis. Furthermore, since plaques are located superficially, optical scattering is minimal. Therefore, PA
functional imaging faces fewer challenges than the case of deep targets.12 Diagnosis of atherosclerosis by PA is mainly
based on detection of lipids in the arterial wall. Allen et al.7 focused on some of the important constituents of healthy
arterial walls and plaques in the 740 to 1400 nm wavelength range. To isolate the plaque boundary and enhance the
specificity of lipid-rich plaque detection, they employed two wavelengths; 1210 nm and 980 nm.
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The first wavelength, 1210 nm, is located at the lipid absorption peak. Since the main components of a healthy arterial
wall (mainly water, elastin and collagen) have a high absorption coefficient at 1210 nm, the second wavelength is also
required. Water, elastin and collagen have strong optical absorption at 980 nm, while, the lipid optical absorption
coefficient is weak at this wavelength. By using difference imaging at the abovementioned wavelengths, they showed the
possibility of detecting fatty plaques with high specificity. The present paper is based on the real-time application of a
similar idea. We demonstrate that simultaneous emission of two out-of-phase continuous-wave (CW) lasers makes it
possible to enhance the specificity, sensitivity and speed of imaging.
CW intensity-modulated laser PA has some unique capabilities. The phase in the frequency-domain (FD) PA provides an
extra channel that facilitates imaging and probing. It can be used to enhance the image resolution and contrast.13,14 Phase
can also provide a calibration-free technique for functional imaging.15 Another unique capability of FD-PA is
simultaneous multi-wavelength irradiation that enhances the speed of probing and imaging.16 Wavelength-modulated
differential PA is a technique that has been employed for detection of oxygen saturation level of hemoglobin and was
shown to be capable of increase in detection sensitivity and dynamic range.17,18 The presented study extends the
application of wavelength-modulated differential PA to endoscopy. We employed two simultaneous out-of-phase linear
frequency modulation chirps to distinguish lipids.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF DIFFERENTIAL FREQUENCY-DOMAIN
PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTROSCOPY
To enhance the specificity of atherosclerosis diagnosis by differential FD-PA, the PA signal should be able to
differentiate between normal tissue (background) and fatty plaque. This can be performed by employing two lasers with
proper wavelengths. The idea is to simultaneously transmit two intensity-modulated chirps with identical sweep
frequencies while there is a constant phase difference of approximately π between the waveforms. These two lasers with
specific wavelengths are employed simultaneously to induce PA signals on one chromophore. The wavelengths are
chosen in a way that the two PA signals cancel each other out for the case of healthy tissue. However, if tissue consists
of lipids, due the high absorption coefficient at one wavelength and low absorption coefficient at the other wavelength, a
strong signal is generated. The two abovementioned wavelengths of 980 nm and 1210 nm are chosen for this application.
The absorption coefficient spectra of main constituents of healthy tissue; water, elastin and gelatin versus lipids shows
the rationale for selecting these wavelengths. All of the main components of healthy tissue have very similar absorption
coefficients at 980 nm and 1210 nm. It helps to eliminate the PA signal from these components and generate a zero
baseline. On the other hand, lipids, cholesterol and cholesteryl esters in particular, have a very high absorption
coefficient at 1210 nm and a very low absorption at 980 nm. Based on these facts we can develop an analytical
formulation for this problem. The two linear frequency modulation (LFM) chirps can be described as follows:
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where I1 and I2 are the intensities of the two lasers, and A1 and A2 are the corresponding amplitudes. Tch is the chirp
duration, Bch is the chirp bandwidth, ωc is the mean angular frequency of the chirp and, φ is the phase difference between
the two chirp waveforms. The cross-correlation signal based on 1D solution for one of the wavelengths is (Fig.1):19
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where f1 and f2 are the starting and ending frequencies of the chirp, respectively, Γ is the Grüneisen parameter, Htr and η
are the transfer function and sensitivity of the ultrasonic transducer, respectively; c is the speed of sound in the tissue;
μa1 is the absorption coefficient of the component at wavelength #1; μeff1 is the effective optical attenuation coefficient of
the overlying tissue at laser wavelength #1; L1 is the thickness of the scattering overlayer medium; L is the distance of
the transducer from the absorber surface. Since atherosclerotic plaque is located within a very shallow depth underneath
the surface (L1 is very small), the optical attenuation term can be ignored. It should be added that due to the very high
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Condition 2, shows that iff μa1=μa2, thenn the phase diifference betw
ween the two chirps shouldd be π. Furtheermore, simplee
s
that in thhe high frequeency range (e.g. 12-17 MHzz), the second term is very ssmall and therrefore, ϕ ≈ π
calculations show

Figure 1. A simplified model
m
of intravascular PA atherrosclerosis detection.

3. EXPER
RIMENTA
AL SET-UP
P
A schematic diagram of the
t experimenntal set-up is shown in Fig
g. 2. The expperimental sett-up consisted
d of two laserr
diodes, 980 nm
n and 1210 nm
n (LDX Opptronics Inc., Maryville,
M
TN
N, USA). The diodes were modulated by
y two identicaal
high-frequenccy drivers VF
FM10-25 (ME
ESSTEC Poweer Converter GmbH, Germ
many), where these drivers received theirr
input from a dual-channel arbitrary wavveform generaator (33500B, Agilent Techhnologies, Inc.. Loveland, CO, USA). Thee
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temperature of
o the laser dioodes was stabbilized at 23°C
C employing tw
wo thermo-eleectric controlllers (Arroyo Inst. 5305, Sann
Luis, CA, USA).
U
The lasser fluences were
w
combinned using a fiber
f
multiplexer (WDM-112P-111-980/1
1210-400/440QMQMQM-335-555-3A-1, OZ Optics, Ottawa,
O
ON, Canada). Two
o ultrasonic trransducers weere used for this
t
work: onee
was a 10-MH
Hz device (88665 A101, Imassonic, France)) and the second one was a 1.5 mm x1.5 mm, 14-MHzz piezoelemennt
(Sunnybrook Research Insstitute, Toronnto, Canada). The output signal
s
of the transducers w
was amplified
d (preamplifierr
model 5676, Panametrics, Olympus, US
SA) and then digitized usin
ng a data acquuisition card ((NI PXIe 512
22, TX, USA)).
The artery phhantom was loocated on a rotating stage and the lumeen was filled with
w electrodee gel for acou
ustic couplingg.
The signal prrocessing and image reconsstruction weree performed using the NI coontroller systeem (NI PXIe-8135, NI, TX
X,
USA). As shoown in Fig. 1, the goal is to
t join the opttical fiber and
d the peizoelem
ment togetherr, however, att this stage thee
experiments were
w
perform
med with PA signals
s
in the forward modee (Fig. 2). In the future expperiments, thee catheter willl
include both piezoelement
p
and the opticaal fiber.

Figure 2. Experimental set-up.
s

Figure 3. PA signals withh both lasers em
mitting individuually and the diffferential PA signal. The phanttom was a PVC
C-Plastisol
sample and a 10-MHz transduucer was employed with two chhirps sweeping from 4 MHz too 10 MHz.

4 EXPER
4.
RIMENTAL
L RESULT
TS
One experimeent was perfoormed on PVC
C-plastisol sam
mple. The aim
m of this experriment was to demonstrate the possibilityy
of suppressinng the signal by out of phhase emissionns of two laseers. The 10-M
MHz transducer was emplo
oyed and chipp
frequencies sw
weeps were from
fr
4 to 10 MHz.
M
Figure 3 shows the ind
dividual PA signals using tthe two lasers.. Additionallyy,
the differentiial wavelengthh-modulated PA signal is also shown. The laser inttensities weree adjusted by changing thee
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amplitude in the function generator.
g
It can
c be observeed that by em
mitting both lassers simultaneeously, but wiith 180° phasee
difference, it is possible to minimize thee output signall.
In another exxperiment a geelatin phantom
m was made to
t simulate an
n arterial vesssel. On one sidde of the vesssel a dent wass
generated andd filled with a cholesterol oleate lump (Alf Aesar, Ward
W
Hill, MA
A, USA). Thhe sample wass located on a
rotating stagee and imaged 28 times withh 10° rotationn in each step
p. The 14-MH
Hz ultrasound catheter was located in thee
phantom lum
men with the piiezoelement facing
f
the outpput of laser fib
ber. The frequuency range of 6-12 MHz was
w used, oncee
with 1210 nm
m laser alone and again witth both laserss (out of phasee) on. The im
mages are show
wn in Figs. 4((a) and (b). Inn
Fig. 4(a), the image shows the cholesterool oleate lumpp area, but thee surface of thhe gelatin arouund the phanto
om can also bee
seen. Figure 4(b)
4 however, only shows the cholesterool oleate lump
p. It is interestting to note thhat in the low
wer part of Figg.
4(a), the gelaatin generated a strong signaal that can be mistaken for a fatty deposit. The fact thhat this spot do
oes not appearr
in the differenntial image shhows the higheer specificity of
o differentiall FD-PA imagging.

Figure 4. Imagges of artery phhantom with a cholesterol
c
oleaate lump in onee side generatedd by (a) FD-PA
A with 1210 nm
m laser, (b)
differential FD
D-PA employingg 1210 and 980 nm lasers withh out-of-phase chirps.
c

5. SUMMAR
RY
Among the most imporrtant cardiovascular diseaases is atherrosclerosis. Current
C
methhods of diag
gnosis of
atherosclerosis do not provvide adequate sensitivity. Photoacoustics
P
s (PA) is an alternative
a
techhnique capablle of deep
s
explores the applicaation of differrential FD-PA
A for the
subsurface sppectroscopic imaging. Thee presented study
diagnosis of atherosclerossis. To perforrm spectroscoopic PA imag
ging two wavvelengths, 1210 and 980 nm,
n were
on of cholesteerol and choleesteryl esters which
w
are
employed. 12210 nm corressponds to the maximum opptical absorptio
the main connstituent of plaque. The otther wavelenggth correspon
nds to high optical
o
absorpttion of constiituents of
healthy arteryy tissue. It waas shown thatt differential FD-PA
F
can prrovide higher specificity inn detecting lip
pids in the
arterial vessels by efficienttly suppressingg contributionns of non-fatty
y tissue to the PA image.
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